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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a system for the mining of surveillance video. Our main contributions are: providing a
high level query language for submitting queries about spatial and temporal relations of background regions and
moving entities, and about human activities; providing a compiler to map high level queries into a set of novel
Petri net filters that utilize computer vision algorithms to answer components of the queries; and providing a
powerful graphical interface where users have the ability to formulate the query visually.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Automatic analysis and interpretation of human activities have received a great level of attention from the
computer vision community in recent years. This is motivated by many real world applications including video
surveillance that require continuous observation by human operators. This paper describes a system that is
able to answer user’s queries about human activities. In response to user queries, the system returns video clips
that satisfy the user query, removing any other clips that are not relevant to the query. This can reduce the
tediousness of viewing large amounts of video data and improve productivity.

The system is able to answer queries about video data gathered from different surveillance cameras. These
cameras are assumed to be fixed, so that the static environment of each scene can be described and used. This
description is provided by selecting areas of interest (building entrance, garage entrance, prohibited-parking
area, etc.). Queries usually describe scenarios. A scenario is built up using a set of spatial relations, a set
of temporal relations and logical operators. Spatial relations can be classified into topological, directional or
distance relations.1 The topology is one of the following: Disjoint, meets, overlaps, equals, contains, inside,
covers or covered by. The direction is one of eight directions (N, S, E, W, NE, etc.) A distance relation is
a qualitative measure of the distance between two objects. A primitive spatial relation is a combination of a
topology and a direction. A temporal relation between two events is one of Allen’s thirteen primitive relations2:
Before, meets, overlaps, during, starts, finishes, their inverses, and equals.

The system should be able to answer queries like the following:

• Identify all cars that park in a given (non-parking) area for more than 10 minutes

• Identify all cars that stop and let out a passenger, who then enters the building.

• Identify all persons that get out of a car and then get into another car within 5 minutes.

The main challenges for the system are as follows. First, we have to cross the semantic gap between the user-
provided query and the low-level video features extracted by computer vision techniques such as color, shape,
and motion. To overcome this challenge, we propose deriving a Petri net from user query automatically. This
Petri net represents the query graphically and can be used in mapping video features detected by lower-level
vision algorithms into higher-level semantics. Using Petri nets as an inference mechanism has many advantages,
including:



• Petri nets can be used for both deterministic and stochastic inference of event occurrences.

• Petri nets have a nice graphical representation that uses few types of elements. This representation has a
well-defined semantics so that it is easy to understand the model and to learn the language.

• Petri nets have a precise mathematical model that can be used for analysis. For example, there are
well-defined algorithms for detecting deadlock and inconsistency in the data.

• Petri nets can be used to represent sequentiality, concurrency and synchronization of events.

• Petri nets can be used to represent events in a top-down fashion at various levels of abstraction, i.e. they
can be used to model a composite event hierarchically from simpler event models.

• Compared to classical rule-based expert systems, in terms of efficiency, Petri nets are shown to be more
efficient. The RETE algorithm used in most expert systems implementations to improve their speed,3

is applicable to Petri nets.4 The main idea is to exploit temporal data redundancies (coming from the
markings that are not changed during transition firing). It was shown that Petri nets can improve the use
of working memory by splitting it into partitions corresponding to places. Petri nets also reduce the tree
sizes used in testing.5

• At any time during the interpretation process, the positions of tokens in the Petri net summarize what
happened in the past (keep history) and predict what will happen in the future. In this way, composite
events are recognized incrementally and there is no need to reevaluate past events.

More details about the proposed Petri net models will be given in Section 4. The second challenge is how
to improve the productivity of an analyst dealing with large amount of video data. To overcome this challenge,
the user can be given the option of selecting levels of recall, which the system will provide with high probability.
User’s feedback can be used to provide results with higher precision in subsequent stages. The third challenge is
how to evaluate the performance of the system under different existing computer vision algorithms. This is done
by building the system incrementally, adding modules providing additional levels of knowledge. The system has
a plug-in architecture, so that integrating existing code for computer vision algorithms can be done easily. The
system performance is reevaluated every time a knowledge level is added.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 summarizes previous work in the area of human
activity recognition systems. Section 3 presents the system architecture. In Section 4, Petri nets are introduced
and the mapping between different relations and their representations is explained. In Section 5, we provide
information about the implemented system and experimental results. Section 6 concludes the paper and presents
some ideas for future work.

2. RELATED WORK

Recognition of events from video data can be seen an inference problem, where some inference mechanism is
applied to available knowledge to infer the occurrence of these events in the video data. In this section, a survey
of these methods is given. Then we discuss how Petri nets are used as an inference mechanism in rule-based
expert systems.

There have been many methods that apply deterministic inference to detect events in video data. Most of
these methods assume that events can be decomposed into subevents, some of which can be directly detected by
perceptual methods, accounting for a variety of temporal constraints. Then constraint propagation algorithms
can be used.

In Past-Now-Future networks (PNF-networks),6 Allen’s temporal relationships2 are used to express paral-
lelism and mutual exclusion between different subevents. Then, Allen’s interval algebra network is mapped into



a simpler three-valued PNF-network, to allow fast detection of actions and subactions. The arc consistency algo-
rithm AC-2 is used to propagate the temporal constraints. This algorithm is linear in the number of constraints.
But the computation of PNF restriction is NP-hard.

Declarative models7 are used to describe all the activities (states of the scene, events and scenarios). The
activities are described by the conditions between the objects of the scene. Then a classical constraint satisfaction
algorithm called Arc Consistency-4 or AC4, is used to reduce the processing time for the process of recognizing
activities in video sequences.

To increase the efficiency of processing temporal constraints, Vu et al.8 suggest that in a preprocessing step,
scenario models can be decomposed into simpler scenario models containing at most two sub-scenarios. Then,
the recognition of these simpler scenarios just tries to link two scenario instances instead of trying to link together
a whole set of combinations of scenario models. However, this method cannot be applied to partially ordered
events, where there is no single order of events.

Petri nets have been suggested in by Castel et al.9 as an inference mechanism to represent the dynamic
evolution of a car parking scene with human and vehicles. A symbolic language is defined to capture the logical
and algebraic conditions that are handled in a set of prototypes. An Activity prototype is a set of logical and
algebraic relations holding on a finite set of objects and scene elements. A Plan prototype is a set of relations
between some activity prototypes and some state conditions. The plan prototype is interpreted as a Petri net.
Places are associated with activities prototypes and state conditions. Transitions are associated with logical
conditions and constraints.

Stochastic inference methods have also been applied successfully to event recognition from video data. Ex-
amples include Hidden Markov models, stochastic grammars and Bayesian networks.

Hidden Markov models (HMMs) were chosen to recognize American sign language.10 HMMs are suitable
for recognizing sequential events with different temporal durations but not for activities involving more than one
actor. Coupled HMMs (CHMMs) were suggested to alleviate this problem by coupling the states of two HMMs
to model interaction between persons.11 For activities involving more than two persons, the model is complex
and the number of parameters is large and difficult to learn from training data.

Stochastic context free grammars (SCFG) are used by Ivanov and Bobick12 to recognize high-level activities.
The limitations of this approach is that representing temporal and spatial relations between events is difficult.
Also, inferring the grammar rules and their probabilities for each new domain is difficult.

Bayesian networks have also been used by many researchers. Buxton et al. used Bayesian Belief Network
(BBN) for video interpretation in a traffic surveillance application.13 The system described by Remagnino14

supplies textual descriptions for dynamic activities occurring in a dynamic scene that include vehicles and
pedestrians. But this system does not provide ways to handle situations with more than two objects. Intille
and Bobick15 used Bayesian networks to recognize several activities in a football match. However, no discussion
about the learning of the network parameters is provided. Hongeng and Nevatia16 suggested that for events with
logical and temporal relationships between them, Allen’s interval-to-interval relations can be used to describe
temporal relations between subevents. The recognition is done by propagating temporal constraints and the
likelihood degrees of subevents along the event graph. The advantage of this approach is that it can verify and
propagate temporal constraints when events are uncertain, while other techniques for constraint satisfaction and
propagation techniques usually assume that events and their durations are deterministic. A particular form
of dynamic Bayesian networks, Recurrent Bayesian Networks (RBNs), have been used for the recognition of
human behaviors through the temporal evolution of their visual features.17 Although RBNs have the advantage
of independence from the time scale of events, the learning problem is tedious and how to represent different
temporal and spatial relations is not clear.

Petri nets have been used as an inference mechanism for rule-based expert systems. The rest of this section
will survey the use of Petri nets in rule-based expert systems.



In 1987, Sahaoui et al. showed the similarities between a rule-based expert system and a Petri net: transitions
can represent rules, markings can represent facts and the token player can represent the inference engine. They
also showed that using Petri net representation increases the efficiency of rule-based expert system by providing
parallelism and pipelining. Since then, many expert systems were developed that use Petri nets as a knowledge
representation that guides the inference process. Examples include work done by Murata and Zhang,18 Hura,19

Li20 and by Murata and Yim.21

Researchers have dealt with uncertainty in Petri nets for different purposes. Stochastic Petri nets,22, 23 Fuzzy
Petri nets24–27 and Possibilistic Petri nets28 are examples of different types of Petri nets dealing with uncertainty.

The issue of efficient implementation of Petri nets has also been addressed by many researchers. The RETE
algorithm has been applied to reduce the complexity of Petri nets and to achieve a linear performance in the
number of knowledge base rules.3 It has also been shown that Petri nets can improve the use of working memory
by splitting it into partitions corresponding to places. Petri nets also reduce the tree sizes used in testing.5

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 shows the proposed system architecture. The system is designed to answer queries about surveil-
lance video data gathered from different cameras. We formulate the system into an expert system framework.
Therefore, a mapping between the system components and expert system components can be defined as follows:

• The Abstract Knowledge Base, or rule base, refers to statements of general validity that describe object
types, states, primitive events and the structure of composite events. This information can be edited by
the Knowledge Editor Module, to add, modify or delete certain pieces of information.

• The Concrete Knowledge Base, or fact base, refers to information about a particular scene, its zones of
interest, objects in the scene, their trajectories, their speed, etc. The data gathered from different cameras
are processed by an Intermediate Vision Layer that provides a Geometric Scene Description (GSD). A
GSD is a quantitative object-level scene interpretation in terms of recognized objects and their (possibly
varying) locations in the scene.

• The User Interface Module provides a query formation interface, a result display interface, and a
knowledge-editor manager. In the query formation interface, for each surveillance camera, a static image
representing its view is provided. The user can then select a view and mark areas of interest by drawing
rectangles around these areas and giving them identifiers. Then, using the different menus, the user can
design new queries by describing the events to be detected. Object types, object states, primitive events
and previously defined composite events can be used in describing the new query. Additionally, query
results can be explored through this interface where user feedback can be provided, and the query can then
be reformulated and applied to the results of a prior query.

• The Inference Engine draws conclusions by applying the rules to the facts. This can be done by mapping
the user query into a set of Petri nets that can use the GSD to infer high-level semantics and provide the
query results in the form of video clips that satisfy the user query.

4. PETRI NETS REPRESENTATIONS
4.1. Petri Nets Basics
An ordinary Petri net is a bipartite graph with two types of nodes, places and transitions. In an ordinary Petri
net, places hold tokens that can be used for firing transitions immediately as they are available. Transitions can
fire only if every input place has a token. Firing a transition removes tokens from input places and insert tokens
in output places. Figure 2 shows a Petri net with one transition. The transition has two input places and two
output places. It is shown before and after the firing.
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4.2. Petri Nets Extensions

To be able to use Petri nets in our system, some enhancements to ordinary Petri nets are required. Some of
these enhancements have been proposed in the literature but here we are trying to select the ones that are useful
to our needs and add new enhancements. We propose the following extensions:

• Places:

– Ordinary Places: The same as places in ordinary Petri nets. An ordinary place is represented by a
single-line circle.

– Source Places: Tokens are inserted by external modules, either at constant time intervals or at a
variable rate. These places can act an input places for one or more transition but not as an output
place. Source places are represented by double-line circles.

• Transitions:

– Immediate Transitions: The same as transitions in ordinary Petri nets. This means that the
transition fires immediately when every input place has the required tokens for firing.The transition
may also have additional firing conditions that should be satisfied for the transition to fire. For
example, tokens from different input places should relate to each other in some way (e.g. having same
identity). An immediate transition is represented by a thin bar.

– Timed Transitions: A timed transition is enabled if its input places have the required tokens and
the firing rules are satisfied, but it may fire only after a given amount of time has elapsed. This time
may be a constant or variable depending on the situation. In this case, the transition is said to be
timed. Timed transition is represented by a filled-rectangle.

– Compound Transitions: A previously defined Petri net can be reused in constructing new nets.
Instead of redrawing it everytime it is reused, it can be represented by a compound transition. This also
simplifies the graphical representation. A compound transition is represented by a unfilled rectangle.

• Tokens: Tokens can have identities (or colors) that represent different entities and can also hold informa-
tion about these entities.



4.3. Relation Representations

4.3.1. Spatial relations

The Petri net for a spatial relation consists of only one spatial place and has no transitions. Only the external
module that detects the existence of this spatial relation can place tokens in this place. A token is inserted
in this place for the first video frame where this spatial relation is detected. The token is updated for every
following frame where this spatial relation is still holding. For the first frame, where this spatial relation is no
more satisfied, the lifetime of this token is computed. If it is in the range [minDur, maxDur] then it is unlocked
and can be used for firing transitions, else it is either locked or dead and cannot be used for firing transitions.
[minDur, maxDur] is the range into which the duration of the spatial relation should fall.

4.3.2. Temporal relations

Assuming the input arguments for a given temporal relation are intervals represented by places, then the temporal
relation is represented by a transition whose input places are the arguments places and whose output is an
ordinary place. The transition is augmented by conditions that should be satisfied for this temporal relation to
hold. For example, to represent event A should occur “before” event B, then the condition on the transition
is EA < SB, where a letter “S” before event name means the start time of the event and a letter “E” before
the event name means the end time of the event. Other quantitative measures can be added to the temporal
relations representations. For example, if we want to say event A should be before event B with the difference
between them is no more than 5 minutes, the conditions on the transition representing the temporal relation are
modified to reflect these new constraints. In this case the modified condition is“ EA < SB AND SB −EA < 5
minutes”.

Figure 4.4 shows the representation for the temporal relation “ A before B”. Other relations have the same
representation with matching conditions on the transition.

4.3.3. Logical relations

Figure 4.4 shows Petri nets representing the logical relation AND, OR and NOT. Here, we assume the operands
are represented by places. The AND is represented by a transition, whose input places are the operands. The
transition will fire only if every input place has one token. The OR is represented by a place. Every operand
place will also have a transition that fires if this place has a token. Any of these transitions can place a token
in the place representing the result. The NOT is represented by a transition, whose input place is the operand.
But the arc connecting them is inhibitor, which means that the transition will fire if the input place does not
have tokens.

4.4. Event Representations

Spatial, temporal and logical relations are the main constituents of events. A primitive event is defined as the
occurrence of a spatial relation. A composite event may involve primitive events connected by spatial, temporal
or logical relations. Many actors may be involved in the same composite event. Examples are given in the next
section.

5. IMPLEMENTATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The system was implemented in Java for multi-platform portability.

Figures 5 5 show the query formulation interface where users have the ability to formulate the query visually.
For each surveillance camera, a static image representing its view is displayed to the user. The user can then
select a view and mark areas of interest by drawing rectangles around these areas and giving them IDs. For
describing different spatial relations, we assume an area-based approach - the user selects an actor (car or person)
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and a (previously marked) area of interest and then selects the topology and the direction for the spatial relation
from a menu. The menu items depend on the position of the mouse click with respect to the area of interest
(inside, on border or outside). Temporal relations can then be defined. The arguments for a temporal relation
are either spatial relations or (previously defined) temporal relations. The operand for a temporal relation can
be one of the thirteen Allen’s temporal operands defined earlier. The final query can then be formulated by
combining spatial and temporal relations using logical operators like AND, OR and NOT.

We are utilizing existing source code pieces to provide the system with Geometric Scene Description(GSD).
One example that has been implemented is using the source code for the tracking algorithm developed by
Elgammal29 to provide object tracks over time.

Users can display the results for a given query so that he may reformulate the query or perform a refined
query on the preliminary results. For this module, we are leveraging VideoMiner, a Java-based tool developed at
our lab for displaying metadata about video data. We are extending its functionality to allow for user feedback.
A query can be reformulated and applied on the results of a prior query.

In the following, a query example is given and the corresponding Petri net constructed by the program is
presented.

Query Example

Identify all cars that stop and let out a passenger.



Figure 6. Program Interface, Main Panel

Figure 7. Program Interface, Temporal Relations
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Figure 8. Generated Petri Net for the Given Example

First, we define two areas: Entrance, Parking-Area.
Second, the spatial relations involved are: SR1- Car-Inside-Entrance, SR2- Car-Inside-ParkingArea, SR3- Person-
inside-ParkingArea and SR4- Person-Outside-ParkingArea.
Third, the temporal relations involved are: TR1- SR1 “before” SR2, TR2- SR3 “during” SR2 and TR3- TR2
“before” SR4.
Figure 5 shows the corresponding Petri net generated by the program. Each spatial relation is represented by
a source place and each temporal relation is represented by a transition. A token in place PT R3 means that the
scenario has been identified.

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have described a system for the mining of surveillance video. The system provides a powerful graphical
interface for submitting queries about spatial and temporal relations of background regions and moving entities,
and about human activities. A mapping from different relation types into a set of Petri net filters is given.
System implementation and a query example are discussed. However, the method described here does not take
handling uncertainty inherent in video data into account. We are currently investigating how to incorporate
probabilistic inference in Petri nets. Also, a complete ontology for event recognition should be defined to provide
an even more powerful query language.
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